Letter of Intent

Security Innovation is offering free use of OWASP TOP 10 trainings to OWASP.org

Introduction
This Letter of Intent does describe and formalize the conditions of contributions of Security Innovations OWASP TOP 10 material to OWASP.

Security Innovation
Security Innovation is an established leader in the software security and cryptography space. For over a decade the company has provided products, training and consulting services to help organizations build and deploy more secure software systems and protect data communications.

Represented by Jason Taylor, CTO at Security Innovations

OWASP
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a 501c3 not-for-profit worldwide charitable organization focused on improving the security of application software. Our mission is to make application security visible, so that people and organizations can make informed decisions about true application security risks. Everyone is free to participate in OWASP and all of our materials are available under a free and open software license.

Represented by Martin Knobloch, Chair of the Global Education Committee

Intention

Security Innovation
Security Innovation will provide the following, further named Security Innovation Services, for free to OWASP:

- Security Innovation will facilitate the usage of the OWASP Team Mentor application (http://owasp.securityinnovation.com) for free.
- Security Innovation provide the available free OWASP TOP 10 training material for free to the OWASP community.
- The usage of the OWASP Team Mentor for training management of OWASP educational material.

OWASP Academy-Portal
The OWASP Academy Portal Project will use the Security Innovation Services inside the Academy-Portal (http://owasp.org) and acknowledge Security Innovation for their contribution.
Acknowledgment

- Security Innovation does offer OWASP the free usage of Security Innovation services.
- Security Innovation makes the already and future donated OWASP TOP 10 material available for OWASP for free. The software and service will remain property of Security Innovation.
- OWASP acknowledges this contribution by adding the Security Innovation logo on the OWASP sponsor listing and on the OWASP Academy-Portal project and the OWASP University Challenge Project.
- Security Innovation acknowledges this partnership by adding the OWASP logo on the Security Innovation partnership listing.
- Security Innovation does not request fees in any kind for the usage of the Security Innovation services provided to OWASP.
- Security Innovation does not sale or offer paid services with the events or materials created by the OWASP organization.
- OWASP does not request fees in any kind for providing Security Innovation based services to its community.
- Educational material created and uploaded by OWASP to the OWASP Team Mentor will remain OWASP material.
- Security Innovation does not commercially market content developed and provided by OWASP.

Ownership of content
- All events and content created or uploaded by OWASP remains OWASP ownership and remains open source under the Creative Commons Attribution Share Alike 3.0 license.
- All events and content created or uploaded by Security Innovation remains Security Innovation ownership

Ownership of service
- The service, hard and software of the Security Innovation, maintain property of Security Innovation

OWASP responsibility
- All material made available by OWASP (created and uploaded by OWASP) using the Security Innovation service are managed by OWASP members and representatives
- OWASP will identify at least 2 members to manage the educational material of OWASP made available through the Security Innovation Service.
- Those OWASP representatives will have access to the management interface of the Innovation Security Services.
- OWASP or OWASP individuals are not allowed to use the free services in non-OWASP related situations. It is not allowed to use the free service in commercial trainings run by OWASP or their members in commercial web security trainings.
Project Plan
We agree on the following schedule

November 17th, 2011 at the 4. German OWASP Day 2011: The official start of the project and
the first workshop together with the OWASP Academy offer.
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